Big Solutions in Small Packages

THE NEXT GENERATION OF CONNECTED CARE THAT SCALES WITH YOUR CLINICAL NEEDS

Delivering a new, secure, affordable, and always-on bundled solution tailored to help master the challenges of Critical Access Hospitals.
Right-sized solutions

Critical communications that help you deliver the best care.

We understand your challenges of managing limited staff without sacrificing quality of care.

Rauland Responder – the leader in nurse call technology – is specially designed and priced for critical access hospitals, helping deliver:

- Reduced response times
- Improved staff and patient satisfaction
- Increased efficiencies
- Robust reporting and analysis
- Measurable return on investment

All in an easy-to-use interface.

VAST CONTROL WITH MINIMAL EFFORT

Patients and staff alike will benefit from improved transparency and flexibility for staff optimization, satisfaction status, data, cross-matrixing, varying reimbursement levels, and more.
that deliver big value.

UNLIMITED CAPABILITIES FOR LIMITED RESOURCES
Responder offers best-in-class nurse call with features and price points customized to suit your critical access hospital’s needs. Improve your financial performance with streamlined workflows and communication that boost efficiencies and care delivery.

BIG BENEFITS, BIGGER VALUE
- Adaptable to your hospital’s unique needs and budgets
- Bundled pricing – top-level features, lower costs
- Secure and flexible to changing needs and technology upgrades

RESPONDER ENTERPRISE CAN HELP
- Reach a higher level of patient care and satisfaction with standardized workflows
- Improve staff satisfaction by reducing paperwork and other interruptions
- Always-on solution helps prevent missed nursing care through reminders, automation and improved communication
- Reduce inefficiencies of training costs and time as system adjusts with your needs

INTERFACE DESIGNED FOR EASE-OF-USE
- Fully scalable, tailor to your hospital’s critical needs
- Designed for quick and effective responses
- Standardized interface reduces training time, helps staff move more easily between units

TECHNOLOGY INNOVATIONS THAT SUPPORT CLINICAL PRIORITIES
- Local delivery – on-site support, service and training
- Single set of servers – centralized solution empowers complete clinical transparency
- Data encryption – patient information remains secure
- Business insights – make decisions based on data and key performance indicators
- High availability – fewer interruptions improve patient care

Speed Decisions and Efficiency with Business Insights
Measurement and accountability are built into the DNA ofResponder Enterprise. With smart data at your fingertips, you can pinpoint critical needs fast, while measuring, refining and monitoring for long-term improvements. Beyond simple data accumulation, Responder Enterprise offers real-time insights. From monitoring the impacts of a procedure change and piloting new best practices to integrating with other systems, Responder Enterprise is an engine for faster decisions and efficient staff utilization – and more immediate impact.
Big Solutions in Small Packages

Responder Enterprise delivers a secure, powerful, flexible and affordable solution uniquely designed to meet the needs of your critical access hospital. With Responder, you’ll be ready for whatever the future holds, and you’ll impact what matters most—patient care.

If you’re ready for the next generation of connected care, contact Rauland today.

RESPONDER ENTERPRISE 25 BED BUNDLE INCLUDES:
• Enhanced patient stations
• New corridor lights
• Feature bed module
• 2 consoles
• Pillow speakers
• Audio pull cord
• PCC, Direct Connect, ADT, SA, Reports
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